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INTRODUCTION


INSTITUTIONS AND DEVELOPMENT


**A QUICK REVIEW OF REPEATED GAMES**


McCarty and Meirowitz (2007) *Political Game Theory*. Cambridge. Ch. 9


**REPEATED GAMES AND INSTITUTIONS**

Aoki, Masahiko (2001) Toward a Comparative Institutional Analysis. MIT Press. (Especially chapters 1, 7 and 9)


**CONTRACTS / AGENCY**


THEORY OF THE FIRM / CONTROL RIGHTS


Hart, Oliver (1995) Firms, Contracts and Financial Structure


ORGANIZATIONS


TRANSACTION COST ECONOMICS & TRANSACTION COST POLITICS


ENDOGENEIZING INSTITUTIONS AND THEORIZING ABOUT THEM


COOPERATION


**EMERGENCE AND CHANGE OF INSTITUTIONS**


CONSTITUTIONS/ SOCIAL CONTRACTS


LAW / COURTS


INCOMPLETE CONTRACTS


THE INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION OF GOVERNMENT


SOCIAL INTERACTIONS


INFORMAL INSTITUTIONS, CULTURE, IDEOLOGY, SOCIAL CAPITAL.


OTHER APPLICATIONS

FEDERALISM


INTERNATIONAL

http://politics.as.nyu.edu/docs/IO/2601/TransactionsCostsApproach.pdf


OTHER


REFERENCE BOOKS: (secondary)


